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Interlude
We are here to try to build a thriving community of people who trust us and
support those who need it. We are not asking people to just throw money into
risky project on the contrary we realise we first have to gain the trust of
investors, especially in a space, where trust has become very scarce.. This is
our attempt to help repair what little we can and to bring a safe and lucrative
return for those in whim we have gained their trust. We truly want you to feel
safe and comfortable. We are calling any sceptics or those who just want to
give up on this space to give us a chance. Let’s unite and MAKE BSC GREAT
AGAIN

Welcome to the XRPP whitepaper v1.0.0.
In this document, you will find details that outline the fundamentals of this
contract, along with our use cases and long-term goals. As the project
progresses, this document will be extended to ensure transparency within our
community.
Be sure to keep updated with the pinned messages in our Telegram
group (https://t.me/XRPPBSC) for future versions of this whitepaper.

INTRODUCTION
In this space of constant rug pulls and honeypots we are fed up. All of us on
the team been burnt and heard the saddest stories of so many people that
have lost so much because they trusted the wrong people. We are tired and
saddened by what we have seen and realised that maybe we could do our
part, albeit a little part, but we want to be able to bring people back into a safe
community where they can trust that when they wake up in the morning they
will still have their investment available and even more with inflections and we
want to have a lot of fun on the way
.

OUR VISION
We want to build something very nice for everyone so that everyone can win
and to show people what can be done if we all work and stick together to be
honest and to build something that will bring trust back into the BSC
environment

OUR MISSION
To aim for Mars, I mean why limit ourselves to the moon, but in the process
we want to enjoy the journey with a solid team and ecstatic investors who are
proud that they came along with us for the ride.

OUR CORE VALUES
To provide an ethical and honest space where we can be trusted. The
success of this project has come because of our willingness to see people as
people and not just as potential investors. Honesty and integrity in this space
is our core value and we endeavour to prove that we, as the team in this
space, are indeed working for the community and not ourselves. These core
values guide our behaviour as we work together to complete our mission to
Mars

OUR COMMITMENT TO OUR HOLDERS
We promise:
To return your trust with transparency, we will be open and honest and will
endeavour to answer any question or talk into any concern you may have
across all aspects of this our token XRPP.
To keep pursuing ways and listening to advice of the community that not only
helps us achieve our goals but yours too.
To strive to make the best decisions with the wisdom in which we have at the
time to yield the best return from your investment in us.
To redefine what a community expects from its team based on your, the
community’s requirements

To operate in a spirit of inclusiveness and provide the opportunities to those
who would like to step up and be a part of something with us
To remain positive in a space that pushes negativity and endorses FUD. In
fact we endeavour to have such an awesome trusting community that if FUD
does enter then it will be seen and diminished not by us but by a community
that is fully behind this project.
To respect others ideas, We understand that others may have visions or ideas
as to how to achieve something.. We strongly encourage ideas to come
forward as there is no stupid idea, not having something

TOKENOMICS
Supply: 100,000,000,000 🚚
Decimals: 18
Max Wallet: 2,000,000,000 💰
Max Transaction: 2,000,000,000 💸
LP Locked 🔐
Taxes for XRPPancake: (Total:16%)
5% Panacke Reflection Fee
5% XRP Reflection Fee ✖️
3% Liquidity Fee 💦
3% Marketing Fee 📈

CONTRACT TAKEAWAYS
The Token is designed in a way to reward the community of holders as they
are rewarded very generously on every transaction
Large stakeholders are deterred from dumping large amounts of tokens with a
maximum sell of 2,000,000,000 and with an increasing tax on more than one
sell. The testimonies of many holders attest to the fact that holders are very
pleased with the amount of rewards they are receiving. With our mission to
head for Mars we are trying to encourage the community to just trust us and
stay with us where finally the true Diamond hands can be rewarded.

SECURITY OF YOUR INVESTMENT
We have made a huge attempt to prove our commitment to our community by
locking the liquidity
Further information can be found here
https://mudra.website/?certificate=yes&type=0&lp=0xacdd54de5ff27377a9135
e96a0ee0a2855057a67

We welcome any question regarding any part of the contract to ensure your
trust is achieved in us, we also understand the responsibility we have in
maintaining your trust.
The contract is verified on BscScan, with Liquidity being generated on every
transaction.
CONTRACT: 0XFE1179267621899D85E6EDDC0DC9BF9345FB5E55
0X559ACE6C43266065D0C5EBE7CF18C33E648AAA6E

The marketing wallet will only be used to facilitate the operational efforts in
growing XRPP. Please feel free by watching us on BSC scan and holding us
accountable. If you see anything suspicious reach out to us and we will
answer any query

TEAM

X3358E3B411128BAC6607A85A844DC0B341180894

HAS THE TEAM REVEALED THEIR IDENTITIES?
If you have not yet met Acty or heard his lovely voice please jump into VC,
https://t.me/XRPPBSC , hang out and listen to his calming voice. For those of
you who have come to know Acty you will realise the reason his team has
been working so tiresly in trying to make this project successful. If you have
not yet listened to his AMA please do that before investing as it will become
very clear why we are doing what we are doing. https://xrpancake.com/

SOCIAL MEDIA
Telegram:
Twitter: https://twitter.com/XRPPancake
Discord:
Slack
Reddit:
Github:
Facebook:
Instagram:
Medium:

PROJECT SPECIFIC
Roadmap:

USEFUL LINKS

